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Beat Greedy Lawsuit Filing Debt Collectors At Their Own Game. Learn to Fight Debt Collection

Lawsuits and WIN! I look at being sued by a debt collector like this: If you are going to sue me, you

better have the proof and documentation to validate it. It doesn't matter if I owe the debt or not. I am

not an easy money target and after you read my book neither will you. Foreword excerpt: "Allen

Harkleroad may just be the most dangerous consumer in America for companies that treat people

unfairly. He has a long and distinguished history of sticking it to those who have treated him and

others unfairly. You can now take advantage of his thousands of hours of research and

considerable experience and put it to good use in defending yourself against collections lawsuits.

Bottom line is that you as a consumer need to be prepared to stand up and assert your rights to

protect yourself. With Allen on your side you are on the right track." ~ Chris Gleason, Esq.

www.Consumerhelp911.com "I meant to tell you that I read the book on Friday and it is incredible. I

love the motion to dismiss. Powerful and easy to understand." ~ Barbara of Next Level Unlimited
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Allen is an avid and judicious consumer advocate who enjoys helping others. In addition to

consumer advocacy he enjoys writing and blogging on various technology and business subjects.

I just finished reading this book for the third time. It is true as others have pointed out that it is

written, biased toward Georgia law. The author does point this out and gives direction on locating

the law as it applies to your state. I will say as others have that there are a number of spelling and

punctuation errors. Some of the reviews that I have read are critical about it not being specific to



their state. With this book and some time in a law library it will walk one in the direction they need for

their respective state. Even lawyers have to do legal research for their jurisdiction. So take this

book, read it a few times, make your notes. Then go to the courthouse where most law libraries are

located, or start the online research, then "STICK IT TO SUE HAPPY DEBT COLLECTORS."

As a consumer credit consultant, I enjoy reading books on debt collection. Many are worthless. This

one is a WINNER!

I won my case using this book! It's the Holy Grail...

This book is awesome! I just learned yesterday that a lawsuit with notorious junk collector Midland

Funding was dismissed! And I owe it all to this book! It never made it past the discovery stage

because I followed exactly what he said in the book. I only wish I had this valuable reference when I

answered the subpoena, because it probably wouldn't have made it to even discovery. Even if you

don't live in Georgia, like I do, I believe this book would still be useful. You just need to reference the

laws in your state and apply them to what he says do. He needs to write another book on what to do

if it does go to court, because I'm sure that would be very useful as well!

Before I bought this book, I read the reviews and was a little hesitant. But I was in desperate need of

some advice I couldn't afford. I'm glad I bought it because it really helped in my situation. BUT like

the other reviews said it has some grammer probs, but you can get past it. And NO IT DOESN'T

REPEAT ITSELF. If the person/people would read the part that LOOKS like a repeat, they would

see that one section is for original creditors and the other is for third-party deb collectors. It looks

similar but becareful because there are areas that have different wording for each situation. I

recommend this to all that is looking for help and can't afford it. But I warn you...if you buy the paper

book and not the download one, then you will spend hours on computer typing up the paper work

needed for your situation. But worth the money!

Stick it to Sue Happy Debt Collectors, learn how to fight debt collection lawsuits and win is a guide

for consumers on how to handle a situation where they get sued over an unpaid debt. Most

consumers might receive something saying they will be sued but don't really know what they can do

about it or what steps they need to take legally to protect themselves. Allen explains the court

process and defines what the court documents are and what they mean and/or do. I found this book



to be a good explanation of the whole process and in my opinion many consumers will be able to

represent themselves in court if they read this book.I am not saying I agree that anyone should try to

avoid paying money they legally owe but if you are taken to court and there is no documentation to

support a specific amount due when you think you owe a lesser amount or there is any discrepancy,

you need to know how to defend yourself. If the plaintiff cannot provide proof you owe the debt, or

other documentation and you have all of your documentation, such as copies of checks, copies of

letters you wrote regarding the debt, copies of any cancellation notices or anything that pertains to

the debt, if you follow the steps that Allen has outlined in his book, you have a very good chance of

being successful. What do you have to lose?

this has been a lifesaver for us. since my husband lost his job a couple years ago we have been

dealing with creditors. we never tried to avoid paying but we also could not afford the payments they

were trying to stick us with. this book helped us see that we did not have to let them control us and

we have been able to win 3 court cases and set up reasonable payments with the remaining three.

finally we are seeing light at the end of the debt tunnel.

This is good info if you plan on quiting your job to take over your own debt settlements...in other

words you too can be a lawyer if you have the time.
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